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sister. As they wait for her on the shoulder of the road in their stifling,
broken-down car, the three children bicker, whine and play I-Spy. But their
mother never comes back. And after that long, hot summer’s day, nothing
will ever be the same again. At fifteen-years-old, Jack is still in
charge—supporting his sisters any way he can while evading social services.
Meanwhile, a young woman across town wakes to find a knife beside her
bed, and a note reading I could of killed you. The police are tracking a
mysterious burglar they call Goldilocks, for his habit of sleeping in the beds
of the houses he robs. But the woman doesn’t see the point of involving the
police. And Jack, very suddenly, may be on the verge of finding out who
killed his mother. The Gold Dagger Award-winning author of Blacklands
reaffirms her reputation for masterful, twisty crime fiction with this
“unnerving suspense novel” (Marilyn Stasio, The New York Times).

Finders Keepers-Belinda Bauer 2017-03-14 A spine-tingling, edge-of-yourseat thriller about an alarming killing spree in southwest England from the
CWA Gold Dagger Award–winning author. The eight-year-old boy had
vanished from the car and—as if by slick, sick magic—had been replaced by
a note on the steering wheel: “You don’t love him.” At the height of summer
a dark shadow falls across Exmoor, as children begin to disappear, with
each disappearance marked only by a terse, accusatory note. There are no
explanations, no ransom demands, and no hope. Policeman Jonas Holly (a
character returning from Bauer’s first two novels) faces a precarious
journey into the warped mind of the kidnapper if he’s to stand any chance of
catching him. But—still reeling from a personal tragedy—is Jonas really up
to the task? There are some who would say that, when it comes to being the
first line of defense, Jonas Holly may be the last man to trust. “Finders
Keepers has an enjoyably creepy premise . . . Bauer’s villain, incidentally, is
one of the oddest in detective fiction: what he does with his victims is
utterly weird.” —The Guardian

The Beautiful Dead-Belinda Bauer 2017-01-03 A heart-stopping thriller
from the award-winning crime fiction author whose “novels are almost
indecently gripping and enjoyable” (Sophie Hannah, New York
Times–bestselling author). Belinda Bauer is a British crime writer of the
highest caliber, whose smart, stylish novels have captivated readers and
reviewers on both sides of the Atlantic and earned her a reputation as “the
true heir to the great Ruth Rendell” (The Mail on Sunday). The Beautiful
Dead is a riveting narrative centered on a down-on-her-luck journalist and a
serial killer desperate for the spotlight. TV crime reporter Eve Singer’s
career is flagging, but that starts to change when she covers a spate of
bizarre murders—each one committed in public and advertised like an art
exhibition. When the killer contacts Eve about her coverage of his crimes,
she is suddenly on the inside of the biggest murder investigation of the
decade. But as the killer becomes increasingly obsessed with her, Eve
realizes there’s a thin line between inside information and becoming an
accomplice to murder—possibly her own. “Bauer’s novel unfolds like an
episode of Criminal Minds, with rapid-fire plotting.” —Entertainment
Weekly

Blacklands-Belinda Bauer 2010-01-05 A taut and chillingly atmospheric
debut that signals the arrival of a bright new voice in psychological
suspense and "a brilliant analysis of an exceedingly twisted mind" (Chicago
Tribune). Eighteen years ago, Billy Peters disappeared. Everyone in town
believes Billy was murdered—after all, serial killer Arnold Avery later
admitted killing six other children and burying them on the same desolate
moor that surrounds their small English village. Only Billy’s mother is
convinced he is alive. She still stands lonely guard at the front window of
her home, waiting for her son to return, while her remaining family
fragments around her. But her twelve-year-old grandson Steven is
determined to heal the cracks that gape between his nan, his mother, his
brother, and himself. Steven desperately wants to bring his family closure,
and if that means personally finding his uncle’s corpse, he’ll do it. Spending
his spare time digging holes all over the moor in the hope of turning up a
body is a long shot, but at least it gives his life purpose. Then at school,
when the lesson turns to letter writing, Steven has a flash of inspiration...
Careful to hide his identity, he secretly pens a letter to Avery in jail asking
for help in finding the body of "W.P."—William "Billy" Peters. So begins a
dangerous cat-and-mouse game. Just as Steven tries to use Avery to
pinpoint the gravesite, so Avery misdirects and teases his mysterious
correspondent in order to relive his heinous crimes. And when Avery finally
realizes that the letters he’s receiving are from a twelve-year-old boy,
suddenly his life has purpose too. Although his is far more dangerous...

Exit-Belinda Bauer 2021-02-02 Belinda Bauer is “Britain’s most original
crime writer” (Crime Scene), one of the few authors in the genre to be
longlisted for the Man Booker prize. Now she returns with a heartpounding, heartbreaking, and often hilarious new crime novel in which it’s
never too late for life to go fatally wrong. Felix Pink is retired. Widowed for
more than a decade, a painfully literal thinker, he has led a life of routine
and is, not unhappily, waiting to die a hopefully boring death. He occupies
himself volunteering as an Exiteer—someone who sits with terminally ill
people as they die by suicide, assisting with logistics and lending moral
support, then removing the evidence so that family and friends are not
implicated in the death. When Felix lets himself in to Number 3 Black Lane,
he’s there to perform an act of kindness and charity: to keep a dying man
company as he takes his final breath. But just fifteen minutes later Felix is
on the run from the police—after making the biggest mistake of his life.
Now his routine world is turned upside down as he tries to discover whether
what went wrong was a simple mistake—or deliberate. Murder. Belinda
Bauer continues to redefine the boundaries of crime fiction, with a novel
that is part murder mystery, part coming-of-old-age story—however short
that future may be. With the compassion and dark humor of Jonas Jonasson
and the twisted thriller plotting of Rear Window, Exit is a novel readers will
not soon forget.

Rubbernecker-Belinda Bauer 2015-08-04 “Breathtaking. I read this and
wished I’d written it.”—Val McDermid Belinda Bauer is a phenomenal voice
in British crime fiction, whose work has won the CWA’s Gold Dagger Award
for Crime Novel of the Year and garnered rave reviews on both sides of the
Atlantic. Winner of the 2014 Theakstons Old Peculier Crime Novel of the
Year Award, Rubbernecker is a gripping thriller about a medical student
who begins to suspect that something strange is going on in this cadaver
lab. “The dead can’t speak to us,” Professor Madoc had said. But that was a
lie. The body Patrick Fort is examining in anatomy class is trying to tell him
all kinds of things. But no one hears what he does, and no one understand
when he tries to tell them. Life is already strange enough for Patrick—being
a medical student with Asperger’s Syndrome doesn't come without its
challenges. And that’s before he is faced with solving a possible murder,
especially when no one believes a crime has even taken place. Now he must
stay out of danger long enough to unravel the mystery. But as Patrick learns
one truth from a dead man, he discovers there have been many other lies
closer to home. A can’t-put-it-down page-turner from one of the finest voices
in UK crime, Rubbernecker puts Belinda Bauer firmly on the map of worldclass crime writers. “An intelligent, disturbing read.”—The Guardian (UK)

Finders Keepers-Mark Bowden 2007-12-01 The “unexpectedly moving”
story of dumb luck and the American Dream set in South Philly from the # 1
New York Times–bestselling author (Entertainment Weekly). What would
you do if you found a million dollars? When Joey Coyle did, he was a twentyeight-year-old drug-dependent, unemployed longshoreman living with his
ailing mother in a tight-knit Philadelphia neighborhood. While cruising the
streets just blocks from his home, fate took a turn worthy of a Hollywood
caper when he found $1.2 million in unmarked bills—casino money that had
fallen off an armored truck. It was virtually untraceable. Coyle? Not so
much. Over the next seven days, fueled by euphoria, methamphetamine, and
paranoia, Coyle shared his windfall with everyone from his eight-year-old
niece to total strangers to a local mob boss who offered to “clean” it. All the
while, Det. Pat Laurenzi and members of the FBI were working around the

Snap-Belinda Bauer 2018-07-03 A teenage boy hunts for his mother’s killer
in this Man Booker Prize-longlisted novel by “the true heir to the great Ruth
Rendell” (Mail on Sunday, UK). Just before Jack’s mother disappeared up
the road to get help, she put the eleven-year-old boy in charge of his two
finders-keepers-belinda-bauer
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clock to find it. No one was prepared for how Coyle’s dream-come-true
would come tumbling down, or what would happen when it did. From “a
master of narrative journalism” comes the incredible true-life thriller of an
ordinary man with an extraordinary dilemma, and the complicity, concern,
and betrayal of friends, family, and neighbors that would prove his undoing
(The New York Times Book Review). “A miniature serio-comedy about life in
the city.” —The Washington Post “Masterfully reported and artfully paced.”
—Entertainment Weekly “A taut, fast-paced tale.” —The Baltimore Sun

friendship with Mandla, a Xhosa chief's son. When a strike at the factory
where her parents work turns violent, it seems as though her whole world is
about to explode...

The Child Who-Simon Lelic 2012-03-27 An unimaginable crime and the
man who must defend it-a probing psychological thriller from the author of
A Thousand Cuts. A chance phone call throws the biggest muder case in
southern England into the hands of provincial attorney Leo Curtice. Twelveyear- old Daniel Blake stands accused of murdering an eleven-year-old girl.
But who is truly responsible when one child kills another? As Curtice sets
out to defend the indefensible, he soon finds himself pitted against an
enraged community calling for blood. When the buildup of pressure takes a
sinister turn, he fears for his wife and young daughter's safety. Must he
choose between his family and the life of a damaged child? With piercing
psychological insight, Lelic examines a community's response to a hideous
crime. Longlisted for the Crime Writers' Assocaition's Gold Dagger award
fro Best Novel of the Year and the Steel Dagger for Best Thriller.

Finders Keepers-Will 1989 Two dogs each claim a bone they have found
and ask passersby for help in deciding ownership.

Darkside-Tom Becker 2007 After finding a tin can without a label on it,
curious twelve-year-old Fergal Bamfield opens it to discover a desperate
message for help that inspires Fergal and his friend, Charlotte, to venture
out on a strange adventure that ends up being zanier than either could have
ever imagined.

The Quickening-Rhiannon Ward 2020-08-20 ''If you like gothic mystery,
buckle up! This atmospheric read has it all'' Woman magazine ''An historical
novel dripping with menace'' Shari Lapena, author of The End of Her
*********** England, 1925. Louisa Drew lost her husband in the First World
War and her six-year-old twin sons in the Spanish Flu epidemic of 1918.
Newly re-married and seven months pregnant, Louisa is asked by her
employer to travel to Clewer Hall in Sussex where she is to photograph the
contents of the house for auction. She learns Clewer Hall was host to an
infamous séance in 1896, and that the lady of the house has asked those
who gathered back then to come together once more to recreate the
evening. When a mysterious child appears on the grounds, Louisa finds
herself compelled to investigate and becomes embroiled in the strange
happenings of the house. Gradually, she unravels the long-held secrets of
the inhabitants and what really happened thirty years before... and
discovers her own fate is entwined with that of Clewer Hall''s. For fans of
The Silent Companions, The Little Stranger and The Familiars, an
exquisitely crafted and compelling mystery that invites the reader in to the
crumbling Clewer Hall to help unlock its secrets. ********** ''Utterly
brilliant... full of secrets and deliciously creepy'' Lisa Hall, author of The
Perfect Couple ''A spooky treat, which had me turning the pages faster and
faster'' Cass Green, author of In a Cottage in a Wood

Finders Keepers-Emily Rodda 2009-01-01 The quizmaster opened his arms
and laughed, straight into Patrick's eyes. 'Patrick!' he shouted. 'Are you
ready to play . . . Finders Keepers?' Patrick's eyes bulged. He licked his lips,
swallowed. 'Yes,' he squeaked. 'Well, come on over!' bawled the quizmaster.
And then everything went black. Patrick is a Finder, someone who can cross
the barrier between two worlds and retrieve lost objects. He's been chosen
in a game of chance, but he'll need more than luck to win, and time is
running out.

Finders, Keepers-Sabine Durrant 2021-04-13 One woman's secret is her
neighbour's opportunity. Ailsa Tilson moves with her husband and children
to Trinity Fields in search of the new. New project - a house to renovate.
New people - no links to the past. New friends - especially her next-door
neighbour, the lonely Verity, who needs her help. Verity has lived in Trinity
Fields all her life. She's always resisted change. Her home and belongings
are a shield, a defence to keep the outside world at bay. But something
about the Tilsons piques her interest. Just as her ivy creeps through the
shared garden fence, so Verity will work her way into the Tilson family. And
once they realise how formidable she can be, it might well be too late.

Christmas Is Murder and Other Stories-Val McDermid 2020-11-05 This
stunning hardback collection is the perfect gift for crime readers during the
festive season. Curl up with award-winning, number one-bestselling Queen
of Crime Val McDermid and immerse yourself in these dark, atmospheric
short stories. Featuring classic tales and brand-new material. Praise for Val
McDermid: 'Brilliant . . . Sensational . . . Unforgettable' - Guardian 'No one
can plot or tell a story like she can' - Daily Express 'Compulsively readable' Irish Times 'One of today's most accomplished crime writers' - Literary
Review 'As good a psychological thriller as it is possible to get' - Sunday
Express 'It grabs the reader by the throat and never lets go' - Daily Mail.

A Land More Kind Than Home-Wiley Cash 2012-03-27 A stunning debut
reminiscent of the beloved novels of John Hart and Tom Franklin, A Land
More Kind Than Home is a mesmerizing literary thriller about the bond
between two brothers and the evil they face in a small western North
Carolina town For a curious boy like Jess Hall, growing up in Marshall
means trouble when your mother catches you spying on grown-ups.
Adventurous and precocious, Jess is enormously protective of his older
brother, Christopher, a mute whom everyone calls Stump. Though their
mother has warned them not to snoop, Stump can’t help sneaking a look at
something he’s not supposed to—an act that will have catastrophic
repercussions, shattering both his world and Jess’s. It’s a wrenching event
that thrusts Jess into an adulthood for which he’s not prepared. While there
is much about the world that still confuses him, he now knows that a new
understanding can bring not only a growing danger and evil—but also the
possibility of freedom and deliverance as well. Told by three resonant and
evocative characters—Jess; Adelaide Lyle, the town midwife and moral
conscience; and Clem Barefield, a sheriff with his own painful past—A Land
More Kind Than Home is a haunting tale of courage in the face of cruelty
and the power of love to overcome the darkness that lives in us all. These
are masterful portrayals, written with assurance and truth, and they show
us the extraordinary promise of this remarkable first novel.

The Half Sister-Sandie Jones 2020-06-16 From Sandie Jones, the New York
Times bestselling author of the Hello Sunshine Book Club pick The Other
Woman, comes The Half Sister; a compelling new domestic suspense novel
about a family who is forever changed when a stranger arrives at their door.
Meet the half sister, and unravel the ties that blind us. THE TRUTH Sisters
Kate and Lauren meet for Sunday lunch every week without fail, especially
after the loss of their father. THE LIE But a knock at the door is about to
change everything. A young woman by the name of Jess holds a note with
the results of a DNA test, claiming to be their half sister. THE
UNTHINKABLE As the fallout starts, it's clear that they are all hiding
secrets, and perhaps this family isn't as perfect as it appears.

Finders Keepers-Craig Childs 2010-08-25 To whom does the past belong?
Is the archeologist who discovers a lost tomb a sort of hero--or a villain? If
someone steals a relic from a museum and returns it to the ruin it came
from, is she a thief? Written in his trademark lyrical style, Craig Childs's
riveting new book is a ghost story--an intense, impassioned investigation
into the nature of the past and the things we leave behind. We visit
lonesome desert canyons and fancy Fifth Avenue art galleries, journey
throughout the Americas, Asia, the past and the present. The result is a
brilliant book about man and nature, remnants and memory, a dashing tale
of crime and detection.

Dead Woman Walking-Sharon Bolton 2017-09-05 In Dead Woman
Walking, from master of suspense Sharon Bolton, the sole survivor of a hotair balloon crash witnesses a murder as the balloon is falling. Just before
dawn in the hills near the Scottish border, a man murders a young woman.
At the same time, a hot-air balloon crashes out of the sky. There’s just one
survivor. She’s seen the killer’s face – but he’s also seen hers. And he won’t
rest until he’s eliminated the only witness to his crime. Alone, scared,
trusting no one, she’s running to where she feels safe – but it could be the
most dangerous place of all...

Finders Keepers- 2010 When 16-year-old Lufano leaves Jozi to start a new
life in Cape Town with her family, she is running from her past. She doesn't
realise it's about to get even tougher. she is bullied at school for her dark
skin and her Venda heritage, and her parents are not happy about her
finders-keepers-belinda-bauer

Daisy in Chains-Sharon Bolton 2016-09-20 He’s a serial killer. A murderer
of young women, all killed in brutal attacks. But despite Hamish Wolfe’s
conviction, he’s always stuck to his story—he’s innocent and he’s been
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wrongly imprisoned. And now he wants someone to investigate and, more
importantly, to write his story. Maggie Rose is a notorious defense attorney
and writer whose specialty is getting convictions overturned. At first,
Maggie is reluctant to even acknowledge Hamish’s requests to meet,
ignoring his letters. But this is a very charismatic and persuasive man,
good-looking and intelligent. Eventually even she can’t resist his lure...

Street Journal bestselling author A beautiful home. A loving wife. And inlaws to die for. Gemma Robinson comes into Elliot's life like a whirlwind,
and they marry and settle into his home. When she asks him if her parents
can come to stay for a couple of weeks, he is keen to oblige - he just doesn't
quite know what he's signing up for. The Robinsons arrive with Gemma's
sister, Chloe, a mysterious young woman who refuses to speak or leave her
room. Elliot starts to suspect that the Robinsons are hiding a dark secret.
And then there are the scars on his wife's body that she won't talk about . . .
As Elliot's in-laws become more comfortable in his home, encroaching on all
aspects of his life, it becomes clear that they have no intention of moving
out. To protect Gemma, and their marriage, Elliot delves into the Robinsons'
past. But is he prepared for the truth? From the two million copy bestselling
author comes a tale about the chilling consequences of welcoming strangers
into your home.

Finders Keepers-Craig Childs 2010-08-25 To whom does the past belong?
Is the archeologist who discovers a lost tomb a sort of hero--or a villain? If
someone steals a relic from a museum and returns it to the ruin it came
from, is she a thief? Written in his trademark lyrical style, Craig Childs's
riveting new book is a ghost story--an intense, impassioned investigation
into the nature of the past and the things we leave behind. We visit
lonesome desert canyons and fancy Fifth Avenue art galleries, journey
throughout the Americas, Asia, the past and the present. The result is a
brilliant book about man and nature, remnants and memory, a dashing tale
of crime and detection.

The Ice Cream Girls-Dorothy Koomson 2012-04-24 As teenagers Poppy
Carlisle and Serena Gorringe were the only witnesses to a high-profile
murder. Amid heated public debate, the two seemingly glamorous teens
were dubbed "The Ice Cream Girls" by the press and were dealt with by the
courts-Poppy headed to prison after being convicted for murder and Serena
was set free. Years later, after having led very different lives, Poppy is keen
to set the record straight about what really happened. The only problem is
she has no one to turn to and no clue where to begin her hunt for Serena.
Meanwhile, Serena is married with children and wants no one in her
present to find out about her past. Constantly looking over her shoulder,
Serena knows she should come clean to her husband, however, she can't
seem to find the words. With Poppy determined to salvage what's left of her
reputation, Serena may not have a choice in reopening a can of worms that
may threaten both their lives...again.

A Dark Devotion-Clare Francis 2016-03-22 A criminal lawyer returns home
to investigate the disappearance of the wife of an old family friend—and
soon discovers a web of secrets and betrayals darker than she could have
imagined Grace Dearden is a woman so beautiful and virtuous that no one
would dare question her excellence or standing in the community. When
Grace disappears—seemingly evaporating into the eerie Norfolk
marshes—and police investigations fail to find her, her husband, Will, enlists
the help of longtime friend and criminal lawyer Alexandra O’Neill—who will
stop at nothing to uncover the secret of Grace Dearden’s disappearance. A
tale of politics and scandal, adultery and betrayal, this thriller—perfect for
fans of Gone Girl—delights in unlocking a deep family secret that has
plagued the Deardens for years.

Splinter the Silence-Val McDermid 2015-12-01 The bestselling “Queen of
Crime reigns again” when a profiler and an ex-cop investigate the
suspicious deaths of women targeted by Internet trolls (Independent, UK).
From the international bestselling author of The Mermaids Singing and The
Wire in the Blood comes the ninth installment of her beloved series
featuring psychologist Tony Hill and former DCI Carol Jordan . . . Vicious
online attacks seem to be driving outspoken women to silence themselves
through suicide. Yet for profiler Tony Hill, who knows a thing or two about
patterns in human behavior, something doesn’t add up. Carol Jordan,
meanwhile, is too busy tackling her own demons to think about a potential
serial killer. But when she gets an opportunity for a second chance, it’s
game on. This time around, though, the stakes have never been higher. One
of the Boston Globe’s Best Books of 2015

Precious You-Helen Monks Takhar 2020-03-10 An obsessive power
struggle between an editor and her millennial intern turns dangerous in this
debut psychological thriller—for readers of Luckiest Girl Alive and You.
NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY KIRKUS REVIEWS •
“Hypnotic . . . an addictive thriller.”—People Trusting you was my first
mistake. To Katherine, twenty-four-year-old Lily Lunt is a typical
“snowflake.” It seems like the privileged, politically correct millennial will
do whatever she can to make it big as a writer, including leveraging her
family’s connections. To Lily, Katherine Ross, a career woman in her early
forties, is a holdover from another era: clueless, old-fashioned, and perfectly
happy to build her success on the backs of her unpaid interns. When Lily is
hired as the new intern at the magazine where Katherine is editor in chief,
her arrival threatens the very foundation of the self-serving little world that
Katherine has built. She finds herself obsessively drawn to Lily, who seems
to be a cruel reminder of the beauty and potential she once had—things Lily
uses against Katherine as she slowly begins to undermine her, sabotaging
her work and turning the magazine’s new publisher against her. Is
Katherine being paranoid? Or is Lily seeking to systematically destroy her
life? As Katherine tries to fight back, a toxic generational divide turns
explosive and long-buried secrets are exposed—with deadly consequences
for both. . . . Gripping and provocative, Precious You delivers an unsettling,
provocative take on the contemporary workplace, turning the professional
roles women play on their heads in a razor-sharp, revenge-driven thriller for
our age. Praise for Precious You “Breathtaking. A brilliant, butt-kicking
romp through the Gen X/Millennial clash and the horrors of cutthroat
corporate life. I couldn't put it down.”—Alex Marwood, Edgar
Award–winning author of The Wicked Girls “What a wild ride. I’m obsessed
with it! I felt so seen, so many times. This book, while so twisted and dark,
will resonate with many, many women.”—Laurie Elizabeth Flynn, author of
Last Girl Lied To “An intergenerational clash between two women, played
out to a shocking finale. Nail-biting.”—Harriet Tyce, author of Blood Orange

Secrets of the Lost Summer-Carla Neggers 2018-09-10 Go back to where
it all began in book one of the classic heartwarming Swift River Valley
series set in Knights Bridge, New England, only from New York Times
bestselling author Carla Neggers. A wave of hope carries Olivia Frost back
to her small New England hometown nestled in the beautiful Swift River
Valley. She’s transforming a historic home into an idyllic
getaway—picturesque and perfect, if only the absentee owner will fix up the
eyesore next door… Dylan McCaffrey’s ramshackle house is an inheritance
he never counted on. It also holds the key to a generations-old lost treasure
he can’t resist any more than he can resist his new neighbor. Against this
breathtaking landscape, Dylan and Olivia pursue long-buried secrets and
discover a mystery wrapped in a love story…past and present. Originally
published in 2012

Act of Betrayal-Edna Buchanan 2014-04-27 As a hurricane bears down on
Miami, a crime reporter confronts the mystery of her own father’s past:
“[An] irresistible series” (Kirkus Reviews). When Miami crime reporter Britt
Montero reports a missing teenager, she discovers that the case may be
related to a string of unsolved disappearances. As Britt delves into the
baffling case, an old mystery opens new wounds: she unexpectedly meets
two men who knew her deceased father—who was executed long ago in a
Cuban jail. Through them, Britt learns that he left a diary identifying the
man who betrayed him. But the diary isn’t easily possessed: Anyone who
finds it seems to be marked for murder. At the height of a terrifying
category five hurricane, Britt needs to face the man who betrayed her father
in order to uncover more than one truth, but her hunger for justice may turn
her into the next victim. From the Edgar Award–nominated and Pulitzer
Prize–winning author of The Corpse Had a Familiar Face, this compelling
crime thriller “deftly captures the matter-of-fact quality of the police beat”
(The New York Times). “[An] extremely likable heroine.” —Publishers
Weekly

Rebus's Scotland-Ian Rankin 2006 Ian Rankin's guide to the places in
Scotland that have provided inspiration for his bestselling Inspector Rebus
novels. 'His novels are playing a significant part in redefining Scotland's
image of itself in literature' INDEPENDENT ON SUNDAY In REBUS'S
SCOTLAND Ian Rankin uncovers the Scotland that the tourist never sees,
highlighting the places that inspired the settings for the Inspector Rebus
novels. Rankin also reveals the story of Rebus and how he came into being,
who he is, and what his - and Rankin's - Scotland is like. With over 100
evocative photographs, specially commissioned to reflect the text, REBUS'S
SCOTLAND is the perfect gift for anyone interested in Scotland or in the
novels of Ian Rankin.

Here to Stay-Mark Edwards 2019-09 "Mark Edwards always delivers! Taut,
gripping, scary and original - a fabulous read!"--Robert Bryndza, #1 Wall
finders-keepers-belinda-bauer

Wishing Game-Patrick Redmond 2003-11-01 Kirkston Abbey is no place for
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the weak. Standing stark against the Norfolk sky, its aim is conformity and
control; its rules harsh, its discipline savage. To 14-year-old Jonathan
Palmer, it is a prison; a world in which he feels threatened and powerless.
When he is offered the chance of escape, in the guise of an unexpected
friendship, he accepts it gladly. But all is not as it seems. In combining his
frustrations with a nature that is far more intense and destructive than his
own, Jonathan is unleashing forces more powerful than he can ever hope to
control. In the bleak winter term of 1954, something terrible happened at
Kirkston Abbey school for boys. Now, more than forty years later, journalist
Tim Webber thinks he's found the key to uncovering the truth. But is he
prepared to live with the consequences . . .?

advanced fuel-cell systems. But is she an environmental hero...or a rogue
genetic engineer? The NUMA crew discovers that the oil fields are infected
with bacteria that are consuming the oil before it can be pumped out of the
earth--a bacteria originally lost decades ago when two submarines vanished
in the Mediterranean. With hired killers on his trail, can Kurt Austin locate a
submarine that's remained hidden for more than fifty years? And even if he
can, can the biological terror that's been unleashed be stopped?

The Woman Who Cracked the Anxiety Code-Judith Hoare 2020-05-26
The true story of the little-known mental-health pioneer who revolutionized
how we see the defining problem of our era: anxiety. Panic, depression,
sorrow, guilt, disgrace, obsession, sleeplessness, low confidence, loneliness,
agoraphobia...The international bestseller Hope and Help for Your Nerves,
first published in 1962 and still in print, has helped tens of millions of
people to overcome all of these, and continues to do so. Yet even as letters
and phone calls from readers around the world flooded in, thanking her for
helping to improve--and in some cases to save--their lives, Dr Claire Weekes
was dismissed as underqualified and overly populist by the psychiatric
establishment. Just who was this woman? Claire Weekes was driven by a
restless and unconventional mind that saw her become the first woman to
earn a Doctor of Science degree at Australia's oldest university, win global
plaudits for her research into evolution, and take a turn as a travel agent,
before embarking on a career in medicine. But it was a mistaken diagnosis
of tuberculosis that would set her heart racing and push her towards
integrating all she'd learned into a practical treatment for anxiety--a triedand-true method now seen as state-of-the-art 30 years after her death. This
book is the first to tell her remarkable story.

Dead to Her-Sarah Pinborough 2020-02-11 “‘Big Little Lies’ meets
‘Rebecca’ in Sarah Pinborough’s ‘Dead to Her,’ a saucy novel about
insecure second wives dragged down by secrets [and] jealousies…”
—Washington Post For fans of Liane Moriarty, Liv Constantine and Lisa
Jewell, a twisty psychological thriller about a savvy second wife who will do
almost anything to come out on top from the New York Times bestselling
author of Behind Her Eyes. Marriage can be murder… SOMETHING OLD
Marcie’s affair with Jason Maddox catapulted her into the world of the elite.
Old money, old ties, old secrets. Marcie may have married into this world—
but she’ll never be part of it. SOMETHING NEW Then Jason’s boss brings
back a new wife from his trip to London. Young, attractive,
reckless—nobody can take their eyes off Keisha. Including Marcie’s
husband. SOMETHING YOU CAN NEVER, EVER UNDO… Some people
would kill for the life Marcie has—what will she do to keep it?

Some They Lie-M. K. Farrar 2018-08-12 Everybody hides the monster
inside... When Olivia Midhurst meets Michael, she doesn't fool herself that
he's the perfect guy. No one is perfect-she knows that better than most.
Everyone has their secrets. But something about Michael's behaviour sets
her nerves on edge, and, when people around her start to go missing, and
then turn up dead, she's forced to act. Knowing the police will never believe
what she's witnessed, and terrified her accusations will only drag up the
past she's worked so hard to bury, Olivia has no choice but to take things
into her own hands...

The Thursday Murder Club-Richard Osman 2020 "First published in
hardcover in Great Britain by Viking, an imprint of Penguin Books, a
division of Penguin Random House Ltd., London"--Copyright page.

The Victim-P. D. James 2019-01-03 Faber Stories, a landmark series of
individual volumes, presents masters of the short story form at work in a
range of genres and styles. On the whole, it was easier than I had expected.
Only once did I feel myself at risk. That was when the Inspector suddenly
intervened. He said in a harsh voice: "He married your wife, didn't he? Took
her away from you some people might say. Nice piece of goods, too, by the
look of her. Didn't you feel any grievance?" I had been expecting this
question. I knew exactly what I would say. The late, great P. D. James takes
us inside the mind of a murderer.

Good Behaviour-Molly Keane 2021-05-04 A biting, dark satire of 20thcentury Irish society, now back in print. Behind the gates of Temple Alice
the aristocratic Anglo-Irish St. Charles family sinks into a decaying grace.
To Aroon St. Charles, the large and unlovely daughter of the house, the
fierce forces of sex, money, jealousy, and love seem locked out by the ritual
patterns of good behavior. But crumbling codes of conduct cannot hope to
save the members of the family from their own unruly and inadmissible
desires.

The Heatwave-Kate Riordan 2020-04-23 'A sultry, gorgeously written and
hugely atmospheric thriller with a dark, compelling mystery at its heart'
LUCY FOLEY, bestselling author of The Hunting Party 'Chilling, addictive
and had me on the edge of my seat' 5***** Reader Review Elodie was
beautiful. Elodie was smart. Elodie was troubled. Elodie is dead. Sylvie
hasn't been back to her crumbling French family home in years. Not since
the death of her eldest daughter Elodie. Every corner of the old house feels
haunted by memories of her - memories she has tried to forget. But as
temperatures rise, and forest fires rage through the French countryside, a
long-buried family secret is about to come to light. Because there's
something Sylvie's been hiding about what really happened to Elodie that
summer. And it could change everything. 'A tense psychological drama that
brilliantly evokes its South of France setting. Terrific summer escapism'
DAILY MAIL 'Sultry, atmospheric and unsettling - a book to lose yourself in
this summer' ERIN KELLY, bestselling author of He Said She Said
'Atmospheric and unsettling . . . suspenseful drama' Good Housekeeping
'Must read book of the summer' Culture Fly 'The only book you need this
summer. Gripping, well-paced and full of thrills' 5***** Reader Review
'Welcome to Provence for a holiday stay you will not forget in a hurry!'
5***** Reader Review __________ Praise for Kate Riordan 'Rich and
atmospheric' RACHEL HORE 'The perfect summer read' RACHEL RHYS
'Had me absolutely gripped' LOUISE CANDLISH

Their Little Secret-Mark Billingham 2019-06-11 A woman’s suicide puts a
detective on the trail of a cold-hearted con artist: “Outstanding . . . a
maximum of suspense” (Publishers Weekly, starred review). When DI Tom
Thorne is called to the site of a suicide, he expects to be in and out in no
time. But when he arrives at the Underground station where a woman
named Philippa Goodwin threw herself in front of a train, he inexplicably
senses something awry and feels compelled to dig deeper. He soon
discovers that she was the victim of a callous con man who preys on
vulnerable women—and whose deception plunged Philippa to her end.
Thorne enlists DI Nicola Tanner to help him track down the swindler and
bring him to justice. But the detective duo gets more than they bargained
for when a young man’s bludgeoned body turns up on the shore of a nearby
seaside town and the two cases come together in a way that neither of the
detectives could have foreseen . . . “A fantastic thriller . . . a gripping plot
and lead characters of remarkable depth. Billingham is a multiple-award
winner, and his books have sold more than six million copies. Readers who
grab this one but aren’t familiar with its predecessors will be seeking them
out. A series to savor.” ―Booklist (starred review) “Billingham is a worldclass writer and Tom Thorne is a wonderful creation.” ―Karin Slaughter,
bestselling author of the Will Trent series

Black Sun Light My Way-Jo Spurrier 2013-06-01 A complex, adult epic
fantasy from a new Australian author ... original, dramatic, unputdownable
... Sierra has always battled to control her powers, but now her life and
Isidro's depend on keeping her skills hidden from the Akharians as they
draw closer to Demon's Spire. In the relics left by Ricalan's last great mage,
Isidro hopes to find the knowledge Sierra needs to master her powers, but
instead uncovers his own long-buried talent for magecraft. When Sierra's
untrainable powers turn destructive, she has nowhere to turn for help
except to the uncertain mercy of an old enemy. But what will Rasten do
when she returns to his hands at last?

Sea of Greed-Clive Cussler 2018-11-06 The world's oil supply is vanishing,
the stock market is plummeting, and the key to saving the future seems to
be a baffling historical mystery. Can the NUMA crew crack it in time? Sea of
Greed is the suspenseful new NUMA Files novels from the #1 New York
Times-bestselling grand master of adventure. After an explosion in the Gulf
of Mexico destroys three oil rigs trying to revive a dying field, Kurt Austin
and the NUMA Special Projects Team are tapped by the President of the
United States to find out what's gone wrong. The trail leads them to a
brilliant billionaire in the alternative energy field. Her goal is the end of the
oil age; her company has spent billions developing the worlds' most
finders-keepers-belinda-bauer
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